CLADDING BOARD
SYSTEM 600
The maintenance free alternative
to conventional cladding
System 600 Cladding is a maintenance free
composite interior/exterior cladding board,
promoting the natural character and beauty
of timber, without the ongoing hassles of
painting, staining, oiling, maintenance and
deterioration.
For discerning architects, designers and
specifiers around the world, the System
600 Cladding boards provide an eco
environmentally sound alternative to timber,
blending modern architectural designs with
style, functionality, and practicality that will
last and last. It can be installed horizontal,
vertical or diagonally, equally stunning as
part fascia or full fascia. Freedom to design,
economical use, and quality of cladding - it all
comes down to the system on offer.
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Technical Overview

Colour Range

System 600 Cladding is made from live native hardwood and softwood timber
chips, using a patented manufacturing process which makes them into the
weatherproof material suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Pre-finished with
a wood grain UV resistant outer layer means the System 600 does not require
any painting/finishing before or after installation, saving on labour and
handling costs.
It is typified by its even chip composition, which takes on a particularly
uniform material structure when combined with high-quality resins at high
temperatures and high rates of compaction. The exact specifications take
account of whether the material is designated for indoor or outdoor use.
For example, the top priorities for profiles, claddings and fences are
weathering resistance, high impact strength and light-fastness of which
System 600 boasts the highest industry standard rating of eight according to
DIN 54004 classifications.
Long before System 600 is installed it has already passed the most rigorous
hardness tests - in the laboratory and at outdoor exposure test facilities
- subject to extreme isolation - under tropical conditions with extreme
atmospheric conditions - round the clock and over many years. Such is the
process for making products which guarantee perfect protection in and
around your project.
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